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ABSTRACT Smart environments consist of a collection of sensors, actuators, and numerous computing
units that improve human life. With the booming of smart environments, data generation has been notably
increasing in recent years, which must be managed in a smart and optimal manner. The components
(i.e., workstations and cloud) used for data processing are not the best to recommend since it is risky and
resource costing. For that matter, enterprises, firms and companies are deploying blockchain technologies
(BT) as a more suitable alternative. In fact, blockchain is a distributed transaction ledger ensuring the
reliability and transparency of data. However, BT faces some inherent security challenges such as DoS,
eclipse and double spending attacks as well as Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) and malware. Thus,
advanced anomaly detection and mitigation approaches, especially the ones using artificial intelligence
(AI) techniques (e. g. Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Federated Learning) are required to address the
aforementioned issues. In combination, AI and BT are capable of detecting anomalies within blockchain
networks with high accuracy. In this paper, with a focus on cyber security issues, we explore the challenges
of blockchain deployment in smart environments. Additionally, we explore the use of anomaly detection
AI-based techniques as a ledger of blockchain technologies to address the security issues in smart environ-
ments. Thus, we propose a framework that emphasizes the challenges of BT, values and capabilities of BT-AI
integration. We also present research trends to highlight potential research paths for improving the security
of blockchain networks using artificial intelligence.
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INDEX TERMS Blockchain technology, artificial intelligence, security and privacy, smart environments,
machine learning, anomaly detection.

I. INTRODUCTION20

Due to its unique and efficient approach for storing and trans-21

mitting data in a traceable and secure manner, blockchain22

technology has infiltrated most industries in recent years.23

Concurrently, as smart environments evolve, more data is24

generated, which needs to be securely stored and managed.25

In fact, the blockchain is performing a key role in preserving26

users’ data and maintaining network members’ anonymity.27

Additionally, blockchain technology has emerged as the most28

ideal ledger for transfer and storage of data; it is a distributed29
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tamperproof ledger with proven security. Blockchain is being 30

embraced by many worldwide firms since it is adopted in a 31

variety of fields such as industry and logistics, health, finance, 32

and so on. Moreover, the adoption of blockchain technology 33

in the industry remediates congestion, data loss risk, data 34

fraud, and cost inflation. According to [1], blockchain tech- 35

nology is reaching its full potential in any application era, 36

providing a secure, transparent and distributive alternative to 37

centralized applications. 38

Many initiatives combining blockchain and IoT technol- 39

ogy have been developed to provide safe, reliable, and cost- 40

effective storage/transmission of data. [108]. However, IoT 41

blockchain-based networks have been subjected to numerous 42
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FIGURE 1. Blockchain structure.

attacks, including DAO attacks, DoS attacks, eclipse attacks,43

APT attacks, and malware attacks, revealing their secu-44

rity vulnerabilities. Therefore, blockchain-based networks45

raise some security and privacy concerns, creating trending46

research gaps.47

Due to its ability to process and analyze huge amounts48

of data, Artificial Intelligence and its branches (Machine49

Learning, Federated Learning, Deep Learning. . . ) are able to50

solve many open issues.51

Leveraging AI algorithms will enable the blockchain net-52

works to execute high computation operations and carry out53

complex tasks. For instance, AI can be extremely useful54

in automating tasks (e.g. automated sign-in for blockchain55

nodes). AI can be also applied for detecting attacks and invok-56

ing appropriate security mechanisms, as well as isolating the57

compromised elements or predicting potential cyber-crime58

activities and/or cyber-criminal entities within blockchain59

networks [2]. Following an introduction to BC technology,60

including its architecture and protocols, this paper exam-61

ined the main challenges associated with blockchain net-62

works. We aim to provide a detailed and critical analysis of63

related work integrating blockchain and artificial intelligence64

for enhancing security and privacy in smart environments.65

To achieve that, our approach incorporates a framework intro-66

ducing the challenges of blockchain, the faculties in which67

we highlight how AI can assist blockchain networks security,68

as well as the resulting values of this integration.We conclude69

our work by suggesting research trends to pursue research70

within the BT-AI vision in smart environments.71

This paper is organized as followed: Section 2 presents72

an overview of the blockchain technology and the artifi-73

cial intelligence; in which we introduce the background, the74

taxonomy and the architecture of both technologies. The75

research scope and methodology approaches are carried out76

in section3, it also emphasizes multiple related works that77

discuss the inherent challenges of the blockchain networks78

and suggest the integration of AI as a solution to these issues.79

Section 4 discusses some boarder perspective of the future80

works and research trends. Thereafter, we conclude our work81

in the conclusion section.82

II. OVERVIEW OF BLOCKCHAIN AND 83

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 84

A. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY 85

1) BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 86

Companies, institutions, and organizations mostly use cen- 87

tralized networks, which are managed by third parties; trans- 88

actions are transmitted in a centralized manner, resulting in 89

less efficient data flow. In fact, the blockchain technology has 90

been introduced to secure resources, solve the central control 91

issues by avoiding the bottle neck problems and optimize 92

storage points [3]. In addition, blockchain addresses trust 93

issues such as data loss or abuse by eliminating the need to 94

control or manage data by third parties. The data is stored 95

in distributed areas around the world and the data updates are 96

simultaneously executed in all the blockchain nodes. Plus, the 97

blockchain is a tamper-proof ledger, which makes it hard to 98

modify or delete data. Lastly, the consensus protocols ensure 99

the fluent functioning of the blockchain networks (transac- 100

tions and blocks validation) [4]. Therefore, the blockchain 101

solves the authority issues of centralized architecture and 102

ensures data privacy using hash mechanisms [98]. 103

The blockchain is a layer-based technology. As figure 104

1 illustrates, the infrastructure layer encapsulates the time- 105

stamped data blocks which has control over the storage of 106

the nodes. The platform layer is composed of Web API and 107

the distributed computing layer consists of various consensus 108

algorithms and security policies such as hashing operations. 109

Moreover, the application layer brings programmability into 110

blockchain and it is composed of blockchain-based business 111

applications. 112

Because the blockchain network is decentralized, an auto- 113

mated mechanism is needed to ensure the agreement of nodes 114

on valid transactions. Consensus-mechanism algorithms han- 115

dle this vital task. Consensus is considered as the backbone 116

of the blockchain functionality, this implies that the peer- 117

to-peer communication between numerous nodes must be 118

controlled in a way that no center entity control is needed, 119

so any behavior inside the blockchain network can’t be exe- 120

cuted without the agreement of the network members [6]. 121

Blockchain adopts multiple consensus mechanisms such as 122
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the proof of work (PoW), the proof of stake (PoS), the proof123

of authority (PoA) etc.124

Lastly, the blockchain is a modern technology that changed125

the world perspectives and impacted multiple domains such126

as industry, finance, health care, energy, advertising, societal127

applications [5].128

2) BLOCKCHAIN FOR SMART ENVIRONMENTS:129

CONCEPTS AND CHALLENGES130

Although in smart environments we deal with big amount131

of data, blockchain has a vital role to ensure data integrity132

and reliability. Blockchain technology is able to manage the133

complexity of multiple devices and applications in a dis-134

tributed architecture [7]. In fact, blockchain is recently seen135

as a fundamental infrastructure to manage transactions in136

Metaverse [96]. According to [8], the ultimate goal of smart137

environments is to facilitate the citizens access to multiple138

services, in this part we will illustrate some of most com-139

mon applications deployed in smart environments (e.g. smart140

healthcare, smart transportation, smart manufacturing).141

a: SMART HEALTHCARE142

It’s one of the sectors growing on the blockchain technology.143

The healthcare industry generates a tremendous amount of144

data (e.g., clinical trials, patient medical records, medical145

analyses), for that matter storing all this data in one place146

is neither secure nor scalable. Thus, blockchain is the best147

option to ensure the integrity of patients’ data and protect148

its confidentiality [9], [95], it also contributes in securing149

IoT systems for remote patient monitoring [110]. Blockchain150

provides a decentralized structure to store and manage data151

in order to avoid any possible data loss or fraud [10], [101].152

b: SMART TRANSPORTATION153

Smart vehicles have gained significant attention in recent154

years since it efficiently solves the congestion problems and155

provide safety [95]. Vehicles are now able to connect to156

the Internet and communicate with one another. Also, smart157

transportation aims to manage traffic and promote its quality158

while also providing comfort and convenience for drivers159

and passengers [11], [112], [113]. The distributed design160

of blockchain technology has the potential to increase the161

reliability of smart transportation as well as the vehicles’ peer162

to peer communication and data sharing.163

c: SMART INDUSTRY164

The blockchain records and maintains the metadata of165

the manufacturing systems. The supply chain is a com-166

mon ground of application, in which transactional data that167

includes master databases, financial information, and strate-168

gic process is stored and transmitted in a distributed man-169

ner [12]. In such cases, the deployment of smart contracts [13]170

boosts the traceability of the product throughout the produc-171

tion line, it also enhances the transparency and privacy of172

data between the industry entities e.g. suppliers, retailers, cus-173

tomers. One of the recent works deployed blockchain-based174

framework to ensure a trustworthy data generation making 175

industrial-based Digital Twin projects more reliable [99]. 176

This paper provides an overall taxonomy of the blockchain 177

technology, the previous section shed the light on the struc- 178

ture of BC, its protocols and areas of applications within 179

smart environments. However, the blockchain faces multiple 180

security issues. AI can assist blockchain networks overcome 181

these issues. 182

AI-based algorithms, in particular, may assist secur- 183

ing blockchain networks and maintaining their privacy by 184

exploiting training data. 185

The purpose of this survey is to provide a detailed study 186

of the blockchain challenges and present an overall overview 187

of related work that focus on securing the blockchain inside 188

smart environments using artificial intelligence. To do that, 189

in section 2, we will present an overview of artificial intelli- 190

gence techniques and methods. 191

B. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: PROMISING PATH TO 192

SECURE BLOCKCHAIN NETWORKS 193

The concept of artificial intelligence was introduced in 1950, 194

and it has been demonstrated that machines have the ability 195

to think, as it is possible for them to make intelligent deci- 196

sions [14]. The artificial intelligence is the science that enable 197

a machine to simulate human intelligence and it is introduced 198

in multiple fields (e.g., science, finance, healthcare, logistics, 199

smart city) [15], [16], [17], [18]. Moreover, artificial intel- 200

ligence embeds multiple technologies and techniques. Yet, 201

a considerable number of studies focused on the common 202

ones such as machine learning, federated learning and deep 203

learning. 204

1) MACHINE LEARNING OVERVIEW 205

Machine learning (ML) has recently received considerable 206

attention for its ability to accurately predict complex phe- 207

nomena. Additionally, Machine learning algorithms can pro- 208

duce knowledge from given data to make decisions and 209

interpretations similarly to humans. The machine learning 210

methods are now deployed in a variety of fields, such as 211

health care [19], biology science [20], transportation and 212

logistics [21], finance [22]. Machine learning has multiple 213

learning methods, and in this part, we will discuss the four 214

classes of machine learning: Supervised, unsupervised, semi 215

supervised and reinforcement learning. 216

a: SUPERVISED LEARNING 217

The supervised learning-based model is built under the super- 218

vision of the practitioner (developer) and trained with labeled 219

data which involves the mapping between the inputs and tar- 220

gets (labels as outputs). The two common types of supervised 221

learning are classification for predicting classes labels and 222

regression for predicting continuous numeric labels. 223

b: UNSUPERVISED LEARNING 224

The machine learning type not requiring human supervision 225

nor labeled data during the training phase. In fact, the model 226
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is trained to deduce and emphasize the relationship between227

the given data. Clustering is one of the common types of228

unsupervised learning.229

c: SEMI SUPERVISED LEARNING230

It takes the middle floor between supervised and unsuper-231

vised learning and it goes through three steps. First, it starts by232

training themodel with the labeled data (supervised learning),233

then uses the unlabeled data so the model can predict its234

labels, we get the pseudo labeled data as an output. Third, the235

pseudo labeled data and the labeled data are all implemented236

to the model again for the training.237

d: REINFORCEMENT LEARNING238

The model learns in this case by interacting with the environ-239

ment. The incentive and punishment mechanisms are utilized240

to guide the model getting a better results.241

2) FEDERATED LEARNING242

Standard machine learning approaches require centralizing243

the training data on one machine or datacenter. However,244

new models are trained by multiple users requiring a dis-245

tributed interaction on multiple mobile devices, giving rise246

to federated learning. The model is shared and trained in247

different devices using the users’ data, the model updated is248

sent to the cloud and upgraded with the other users’ mod-249

els [23]. Federated Learning can be seen as a collaborative250

Machine Learning without centralized training data. Thus,251

the main advantages of federated learning are smart models252

enabling, power optimization, privacy preserving and facility253

of deployment, also themodel can be tailored to the way it has254

been trained in each device. A federated learning approach is255

considered to be a suitable AI technique for the distributed256

architecture of the blockchain. [100].257

3) DEEP LEARNING OVERVIEW258

Substitute of machine learning, deep learning is based on259

ANN (Artificial Neural Network). The model is trained260

through multiple layers, it progressively extracts features261

from the input. Deep learning provides significant benefits262

in domains such as computer vision, audio recognition, and263

natural language processing since it is based on unsuper-264

vised feature learning and feature hierarchy learning [24].265

When high-dimensional weight parameters and large train-266

ing data are supplied, performance can be excellent. Deep267

learning models, which have been particularly designed after268

the human brain, provide an exceptionally sophisticated269

approach to machine learning and are capable of tackling270

complex problems [25].271

AI is a promising technology that brings more efficiency272

and performance to many applications in different fields,273

in the next section, we will illustrate the AI deployment in274

blockchain technology, and discuss how the AI capabilities275

can serve the blockchain security.276

C. TOWARDS AN INTEGRATIVE FRAMEWORK OF 277

BLOCKCHAIN-BASED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 278

Despite blockchain’s potential, the technology is facing 279

different challenges, and artificial intelligence is being 280

employed to overcome them. In this section, we will discuss 281

various cases of BC-AI integration that cover diverse areas. 282

(Energy management, tasks automation, security, privacy and 283

scalability) [26]. 284

It is stated in many studies that PoW (Proof of Work) is 285

an energy consuming consensus mechanism due to the huge 286

computation calculations executed by the miners to create 287

a new block. For that matter, the authors [27] propose a 288

machine learning approach that optimizes the energy con- 289

sumption in a blockchain network. A machine learning and 290

federated learning models are built to make the mining oper- 291

ation smarter, predict themost important transactions formin- 292

ers and allow the blockchain transactions to be executed faster 293

and more efficiently. Besides, some other BC-AI integration 294

applications [28] focus on automating the signing up process 295

which ensures time optimization and allows blockchain nodes 296

to only check the credibility of some transactions and not 297

go through all of the transactions. Moreover, the contribution 298

of [29] used supervisedML to detect anomalous behavior and 299

predict future intrusions or attacks. 300

Aside from the above discussion, the scalability of 301

blockchain is limiting its functionality, due to the exponential 302

increase of transactions [30], blockchain cannot handle the 303

huge amount of data in a short time with a low cost. The 304

study in [31] proved that artificial intelligence could support 305

the growing sophistication of transactions and data in the 306

blockchain and suggested a machine learning approach that 307

applied lighting protocol (sharding and pruning). 308

One of the main trending research paths focus on securing 309

the blockchain networks that are built in smart environments. 310

This concept introduces the deployment of AI, BT and IoT 311

and its integration in one spectrum. Thus, it opens smart 312

environments to a wide range of possibilities by which data 313

is collected processed and transmitted in a secure manner. 314

Thework in [32] perform the BC-AI integration to share AI 315

data in a safe and transparent way by building a privacy-based 316

framework to share data through blockchain network. For 317

instance, the research in [33] focus on healthcare systems that 318

used blockchain to ensure the confidentiality of the patient’s 319

data sharing procedures to implement predictive AI models. 320

Additionally, the contribution in [34] demonstrates that 321

in an IoT environment, embedding blockchain facilitates 322

the processing of data in a transparent way and ensures its 323

integrity. The smart environments, on the other hand cannot 324

reach a full potential without the adoption of efficient security 325

strategies, and blockchain is the best option to accomplish 326

that [35]. Even so, blockchain adoption does not eliminate all 327

privacy leakage risks [97]. Therefore, AI must be applied to 328

maintain the security in the blockchain networks. 329

Furthermore, while blockchain-based artificial intelli- 330

gence appears to be promising, a thorough analysis of the 331
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FIGURE 2. Blockchain challenges.

blockchain’s challenges is necessary. Since security is con-332

sidered as themost intrinsic issue of blockchain, many studies333

have been conducted, as demonstrated in Figure 2.334

To sum up, artificial intelligence not only brings more335

efficiency to the blockchain infrastructure but it secures the336

network, preserves its privacy and promotes its scalability.337

III. RESEARCH SCOPE AND METHODOLOGICAL338

APPROACHES339

In 2008, Satoshi NAKAMOTO published the first paper on340

blockchain and the Bitcoin system [36], which led to the341

publication of numerous works providing an overview of this342

technology, its architecture, applications, and services. Some343

other works focused on the security and privacy challenges344

and vulnerabilities of blockchain technology, following that,345

more focus was addressed to smart solutions and alternatives346

to thwart the blockchain attacks and minimize its vulnerabil-347

ities. This paper is tackling the artificial intelligence-based348

solutions towards the aforementioned issues. Specifically,349

we discuss how AI can assist blockchain-based smart envi-350

ronments in improving scalability, enhancing security, and351

maintaining privacy.352

In order to conduct a systematic survey analyzing BC-AI353

related contributions, we introduced a framework leading354

our research process and introducing the blockchain chal-355

lenges, the blockchain-artificial intelligence faculties and356

values. Moreover, we adopted PRISMA protocol [114] to357

conduct this survey, we started the data collection on Febru-358

ary 2021.This survey will be accomplished going from data359

collection, duplicates removement, inclusion and exclusion360

criteria application, as indicated in Figure3.361

The first step consists of initiating an effective and com-362

prehensive review of articles from journal articles and con-363

ferences in order to fully surround the inherent challenges364

and shortcomings of blockchain. The second step consists365

of conducting a detailed critical analysis of the blockchain-366

AI integration applications to get an overview of the differ-367

ent suggested solutions, its approaches, strength points and368

limitations.369

A. DATA COLLECTION METHOD 370

To conduct a systematic literature review that embed the 371

existing literature work, we aim the most accurate and cited 372

resources (articles, conference papers, scientific books, offi- 373

cial websites. . .). The initial selection of sources has oriented 374

our research. 375

This comprehensive research was conducted by browsing 376

in the following digital libraries: Science Direct, Springer, 377

IEEE Xplore, Wiley Online Library, Inderscience, Scopus. 378

The browsing is keywords-based which are illustrated in 379

Table1. The first selection of papers is based on the combina- 380

tion of the selected keywords in the title, abstract, and full 381

text were selected and classified. Mainly, our research has 382

two fundamental paths of research: BT and AI, thereafter we 383

focused on the challenges and vulnerabilities of blockchain 384

and mitigation techniques of AI methods. 385

Furthermore, we applied the inclusion and exclusion crite- 386

ria as follow: 387

Inclusion Criteria (IC): 388

-IC1: Papers including blockchain technology. 389

-IC2: Papers including the deployment of artificial 390

intelligence. 391

-IC3: Papers including the security and privacy issues of 392

blockchain in smart environments. 393

Exclusion Criteria (EC): 394

-EC1: Papers focusing on the crypto currencies’ behavior 395

and not on the architecture of blockchain networks. 396

-EC2: Papers discussing the deployment of AI in 397

IoT ecosystems without mentioning the deployment of 398

blockchain. 399

-EC3: Papers discussing the impact of blockchain technol- 400

ogy on the security of AI-based systems. 401

-EC4: Papers only discussing the applications areas of the 402

BC-AI integration and not tackling its security aspects. 403

B. LITERATURE ANALYSIS APPROACH 404

After the data collection from articles journals, conferences 405

and other sources, a classification is performed. The first 406

classification is mainly based on the blockchain technology, 407
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its architecture and applications, then an overview of AI tech-408

niques including machine learning, deep learning and feder-409

ated learning. After that, the research is narrowed to focalize410

not only on the integration of both technologies (BT and AI),411

but on the different applications inwhichAI techniques tackle412

the blockchain vulnerabilities; especially in terms of security413

improvement and privacy preserving of the blockchain, then414

the research is oriented to smart environments era; in which415

the AI techniques are implemented to benefit the privacy416

function of the blockchain networks.417

FIGURE 3. PRISMA flow diagram.

IV. LITERATURE ANALYSIS418

A. BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS419

1) DISTRIBUTION OF PAPERS PER YEAR OF PUBLICATION420

This paper gathers two trending technologies: Blockchain and421

machine learning technologies. To accomplish this survey,422

we focused on the related articles that were published start-423

ing from 2017. As illustrated in Figure 4, since 2017, the424

number of articles published on blockchain, AI (ML, DL,425

Federated learning. . . ), and their integration has been426

rising.427

2) KEYWORDS STATISTICS428

The collection of articles to complete this survey stood on429

searching first by keywords. The top most used keywords430

are as followed: ‘‘Blockchain’’, ‘‘Artificial Intelligence’’,431

‘‘Machine Learning’’,’’ Deep Learning’’, ‘‘blockchain chal-432

lenges’’, ‘‘security’’, ‘‘Privacy’’, ‘‘Smart environments’’,433

‘‘Anomaly Detection’’, ‘‘Transaction classification’’, ‘‘Intru-434

sion detection’’, ‘‘Privacy preservation’’ . . .Table 1 lists the435

most used keywords and their frequency.436

TABLE 1. Keywords frequency.

TABLE 2. Contributing journals.

3) CONTRIBUTING JOURNALS 437

We conducted a statistic study on the contributing journals 438

according to the number of published articles in each journal/ 439

Conference. 12% of contributing articles are published in 440

ACM Computing Surveys, 10% published in IEEE Commu- 441

nications Surveys &Tutorials and 24% published in Interna- 442

tional Conferences. As depicted in Table2, we ensured that 443

our resource collection was diverse; we collected articles 444

from computing science journals, management and economy 445

journals, and production and industrial journals. 446
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FIGURE 4. Articles per year of publication.

B. ISSUES ANALYSIS447

In this section, we will review multiple blockchain security448

vulnerabilities, then we will study the artificial intelligence449

faculties assisting the aforementioned concerns. Thereafter,450

we will go through how artificial intelligence can benefit451

the blockchain and what are the BC-AI integration’s added452

values. In Figure 5, we outline the overall framework for this453

paper, starting with blockchain challenges and categorizing454

different attacks based on attacker intentions, BC-AI faculties455

and discussing some of the contributions aimed at solving456

these challenges.457

1) BLOCKCHAIN-BASED SECURITY CHALLENGES458

In spite of the fact that blockchain has shown great potential in459

terms of securing data within a distributed and temper proof460

network, it is still subject to security and privacy challenges461

(e.g., DoS, eclipses, APTs, malware attacks).462

Table3 introduces our attack’s study classification.463

We divided the most well-known blockchain attacks into464

three groups based on the attacker’s intentions. The first465

group is financial benefit motive, such as double spending466

and selfish mining, and the second group objective is node467

isolation, such as sybil attacks and eclipse attacks. Some other468

attacks like bloom filter and DAO attacks are included in the469

de-anonymization category.470

Table3 introduces our attack’s study classification.471

We divided the most well-known blockchain attacks into472

three groups based on the attacker’s intentions. The first473

group is financial benefit motive, such as double spending474

and selfish mining, and the second group objective is node475

isolation, such as sybil attacks and eclipse attacks. Some other476

attacks like bloom filter and DAO attacks are included in the477

de-anonymization category.478

a: FINANCIAL GAIN479

In 2020 blockchain technology market was estimated to be480

worth USD 3.67 billion [37]. One of the great motives of an481

attacker is monetary gain. As blockchain deals with millions482

of transactions worth billions of dollars per second all around483

the world, attackers use blockchain vulnerabilities to carry 484

out harmful acts and steal assets from network nodes. 485

The authors in [38] had discovered a vulnerability in the 486

Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm ECDSA, by this 487

vulnerability an attacker can regenerate the user’s private key 488

since it does not contain enough randomness causing by that 489

the private key loss (the wallet loss). Private keys are the 490

user’s security credentials, once lost, anyone can access the 491

user’s digital assets easily. A user losing their private key can- 492

not be tracked or prevented from changing their blockchain 493

account as blockchain does not have a policy for recovering 494

this problem. 495

The distributed architecture of blockchain, more specif- 496

ically, the decentralized cryptocurrency obviates the need 497

of a centralized banking system. However, a new weakness 498

of blockchain has been discovered, thus a new attack takes 499

place. The double spending attack is a fraudulent activity 500

that enables the perpetrator to spend the same crypto money 501

more than one time [39]. By exploiting the PoW based 502

blockchain, the attacker launches its attack during the time 503

between two the initiation and confirmation of two different 504

transactions [40]. By using the same digital assets in both 505

transactions simultaneously, only one of the two transactions 506

aims to be valid, and the attacker benefits from both trans- 507

actions outputs before the second transaction is mined to be 508

fraudulent. 509

Other attacks are performed for the monetary gain purpose, 510

such as selfish mining attack. This type of attack is also based 511

on the PoW consensus mechanism of a blockchain. Within 512

the PoW consensus mechanism, the miners of a blockchain 513

deploy massive amounts of computing power to mine new 514

blocks and receive incentive rewards. If it has enough com- 515

putation power, the perpetrator exploits this situation and 516

starts forking a private chain and mining their new blocks, the 517

attacker may launch new transactions in their private chain 518

and not announce it publicly. Also in the same context, it is 519

stated that the attacker keeps on mining only on its private 520

blockchain [41]. Expressly, the attacker will always keep 521

tracking new blocks and hold it privately, once the sincere 522
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FIGURE 5. Issues analysis framework.

node finds about one of those blocks, the attacker will publish523

it immediately, then the sincere entities will mine this block524

on either branch (the private and public chain), however the525

attacker will mine the new block only on its private chain.526

By eventually getting longer than the public chain, the private527

chain will be deemed a sincere chain, and the attacker will528

receive the block rewards since all blockchain members will529

be mining on the longest chain.530

The PoW consensus process made the blockchain a trust-531

worthy network, but it is 51% vulnerable. In this case, the532

attacker’s goal is to take control of more than half of the533

network; if completed, it will have the control over every534

transaction and will have the ability to allow or reject new535

blocks, reverse transactions and launch double spending536

attacks. Despite requiring over half of the total network’s537

hashing power, the attack is still feasible on small blockchain538

networks [41].539

b: DE-ANONYMIZATION540

Besides the aforementioned security issues, blockchain has541

a privacy issue that must be mentioned [42]. As blockchain542

is a transparent network, every transaction can be tracked543

back to the first block of the blockchain (genesis). In fact, all544

user’s transaction history is transparent, so malicious entities 545

could easily trace the user’s public key, address and exploit 546

that information [43]. The lack of privacy is one of the 547

major blockchain challenges, and the temper-proof aspect of 548

blockchain exacerbates the situation. Expressly, blockchain 549

uses pseudonyms such as public keys to ensure the user’s 550

anonymity. However, once the pseudonyms data points are 551

attributed to a user, it is possible for an attacker to trace 552

back their transactions and reveal their identity [44]. The 553

DAO attack is a prime example of this vulnerability. The 554

DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) opened a 555

funding window for a specific initiative in 2016. During this 556

time, the DAO code was compromised, resulting in the theft 557

of cryptocurrencies worth $US3.6 million from the Ether 558

fund [45]. 559

The bloom filters were first suggested by Bloom in 560

1970 [46]. Aside from the storage space requirements for 561

the blockchain installation, the exponential growth of the 562

blockchain transactional volume aggravates the situation 563

since it must verify the sincerity of new blocks and transac- 564

tions. This issue becomes crucial when the blockchain users 565

tend to use their mobile devices to perform and transfer their 566

digital assets[47]. Due to the previous challenges, the bloom 567
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filters are introduced as a suitable solution. By adopting the568

SPV (Simple Payment Verification) approach, only small part569

of the blockchain is downloaded, so every user has a local570

wallet with which its transactions are performed. The bloom571

filters aim to embed the SPV clients addresses through these572

filters, the SPV clients transactions are forwarded between573

the local blockchain nodes. However, the attackers managed574

to exploit the bloom filters to reveal the user’s addresses. The575

authors in [46] proved that if an SPV client who have less than576

20 addresses is more likely to reveal all his addresses. The577

bloom filter attack is one of the major attacks that illustrate578

the privacy leakage issue of the blockchain network.579

One of the major de-anonymization issues is the tunneling580

issue, more exactly the de-anonymization of TOR hidden581

services through using bitcoin transactions. The use of Bit-582

coin as a payment service endangers the privacy of TOR583

secret services and their customers. The contribution in [48]584

demonstrated that even if Bitcoin is used over an anonym585

network like TOR, the users are vulnerable to deanonymiza-586

tion and man-in-the-middle attacks at the network layer. Such587

an attack is achievable by exploiting at least one previous588

transaction in the Blockchain that contains the user’s publicly589

declared Bitcoin addresses [49].590

Furthermore, in a blockchain network, P2P relaying con-591

sists of relaying transactions between nodes. In fact, as soon592

as a node launches a transaction, it sends it to its peers.593

These peers decide whether the transaction is valid. If the594

transactions are proven to be valid, they will be propagated595

across the networks by each node’s peers; otherwise, the596

transaction will be ignored. However, the blockchain relay597

mechanism is susceptible to a variety of threats. According598

to the authors [50], a DoS attack has never been successfully599

executed against a prominent cryptocurrency system.600

On the other hand, BDoS (Blockchain Deny of Service)601

is introduced as the first type blockchain attack exploiting602

the reward mechanism and affecting miners participation.603

Expressly, BDOS targets the reward system discouraging the604

mining operation of some nodes. The attacker floods the605

servers with spam traffic, overloading them and rendering606

them incapable of serving legitimate requests. It consists of607

publishing to the blockchain a proof that the attacker has608

a mining advantage. Consequently, the ‘‘rational’’ miners609

would quit mining if they realize they are at a disadvantage.610

If the decline in profitability is important enough that all611

miners quit mining, the attacker will also stop mining. As a612

result, the blockchain comes to a grinding stop.613

c: ISOLATION INTENTION614

Besides the above attacks, blockchain is also vulnerable to615

another type of attack that disrupts the link between the target616

and other nodes in the network. We will discuss the eclipse617

attack, BGP and Sybil attacks.618

The key aim of the eclipse attack is to isolate the target from619

its peers, by filtering its incoming and outgoing connections.620

A Bitcoin node will have up to 8 outgoing connections and621

117 incoming connections. Since the number of outgoing622

TABLE 3. Blockchain challenges.

connections is limited, the attacker may compel the victim 623

to only build connections to malicious nodes provided by 624

the attacker [51]. The victim’s computation power would 625

be monopolized to carry out the attacker’s malicious behav- 626

ior [52]. In such cases, the attackers send unsolicited incom- 627

ing connections to the target on a frequent and rapid basis, 628

using a set of end-host IP addresses over which they have 629

control. 630

The BGP (Boarder Gateway Protocol) is an exterior gate- 631

way routing protocol, it is designed to exchange packets 632

between autonomous systems (AS) on the internet. However, 633

some attackers exploit the BGP architecture to perform some 634

fraudulent activities in the blockchain network. Expressly, the 635

perpetrator intercepts the blockchain network by leveraging 636

and manipulating the BGP routing. The BGP hijacking attack 637

takes control over the network operators and causes delays of 638

the messages between the blockchain nodes. 639

Moreover, the sybil attack occurs when an adversary cre- 640

ates multiple virtual identities in order to gain control of 641

the blockchain network; these virtual nodes are referred to 642

as sybil nodes. The attacker disconnects the sincere nodes 643

from the blockchain. Miners in blockchain reach the network 644

pool (mining pool) to exchange mining incentives. In fact, 645

an attacker can generate many IDs in a network. Sybil attacks 646

may also be carried out by a malicious pool user; the attacker 647

introduces a large number of zero-power miners into the 648

blockchain network. Such virtual mines contribute to data 649

distribution but are unable to mine new blocks [6]. These 650

virtual nodes forward only the attacker’s block in the net- 651

work and prevent the propagation of genuine users’ blocks. 652

Therefore, only the attacker’s block is propagated across 653

the network and attached to the blockchain. As a result, an 654

attacker can receive more incentives while decreasing the 655

total throughput of the system. 656
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TABLE 4. Blockchain types.

To schematize blockchain challenges, we provide a tax-657

onomy of BT challenges based on the types of blockchain658

networks. Table 4 illustrates the usages, pros and cons, attacks659

and vulnerabilities of each type of blockchain (public, pri-660

vate and consortium). There are three different types of661

blockchain architecture based on authentication and access662

control [95]. The public blockchain provides a high degree663

of anonymity and accountability but it lacks privacy, mak-664

ing it vulnerable to DAO attacks, double spending attacks,665

and BGP hijacking. Privacy leakage is solved by the private666

blockchain, which makes it inexpensive. Meanwhile, private667

blockchains tend to resemble centralized networks, making668

them vulnerable to selfish mining attacks. Additionally, the669

consortium blockchain is introduced as a medium alternative 670

form of blockchain ensuring the privacy of nodes and a 671

flexible blockchain network. 672

2) BLOCKCHAIN BASED AI FACULTIES 673

Although blockchain is nearly impossible to hack, its sub- 674

sequent layers and implementations are not stable. As dis- 675

cussed in the previous section, blockchain faces inherent 676

security and privacy challenges (e.g., DoS, eclipse, APT, 677

malware attacks). With the increasing amount of personal 678

data stored in blockchain- based communication systems 679

and smart environments, privacy becomes a critical problem. 680
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In fact, artificial intelligence techniques seem to be the ulti-681

mate solution to tackle these problems [62].682

In this segment, we will explore relevant work relating to683

blockchain-based artificial intelligence capabilities. We will684

categorize our research based on how AI approaches support685

blockchain networks. The first category focuses on trans-686

action entity classification using supervised and unsuper-687

vised learning methods, while the second category studies688

anomaly detection in a blockchain network using machine689

learning, federated learning and deep learning techniques,690

then the third category demonstrates the artificial intelligence691

approach to protect and preserve the privacy of the blockchain692

network and de-anonymize its nodes.693

a: TRANSACTIONS ENTITY CLASSIFICATION694

Authors in [63] use supervised learning to classify enti-695

ties in payments that could be involved in cybercrime. The696

classification model is trained using machine learning. The697

dataset in this analysis includes not only tor markets, scams,698

ransomware, mixing, and stolen bitcoins, but also exchange,699

gambling, merchant services, hosted wallets, mining pools700

and personal wallets. By comparing accuracy and F1 score701

of all classifiers, the authors found that Bagging (78.46%)702

and Gradient Boosting (80.76%) stand out as the best classi-703

fiers, which are then applied to analyze the 10000 observa-704

tions. The classification outcome shows that 5.79% (3.16%)705

addresses and 10.02% (1.45%) coins are from cybercriminal706

entities according to the bagging method (gradient boosting707

method). However, this approach suffers from under sam-708

pling and oversampling problems. Expressly, some classes709

have more samples than others; though personal wallets and710

exchanges have over 200 observations, categories such as711

stolen bitcoins have less than 10, which may explain the712

models’ poor performance. Moreover, this approach focuses713

on classifying transactions only based on their types, it would714

be more efficient and practical if the classification combines715

both transactions type and its corresponding service, since716

each service has a specific spending patterns.717

The contribution of [64] proposed a classification approach718

that categorize the bitcoin ecosystem transactions into four719

main classes: Exchange, Service, Gambling, MiningPool,720

based on data collected from 97 sources. The classification721

techniques used in this case are gradient boosted decision tree722

algorithm along with a Gaussian process-based optimization723

procedure that determines optimal hyperparameters. The724

authors take into account entity modeling, including features725

relevant for robustness to de-anonymization attacks, namely726

address re-use patterns. They also propose a discriminative727

model of transaction-to transaction behavior and show its728

effectiveness in practice. They analyzed the accuracy of the729

generative model using a large Bitcoin dataset of more than730

10 million address. The accuracy in Exchange, Gambling,731

and Service categories are high, however, the accuracy in732

the Mining Pool category is poor. This may indicate that733

mining activities may not be appropriate as an indepen-734

dent label. However, given the large-scale existence of such735

public cryptocurrency transaction graphs, designing a 736

tractable training and inference technique is a major chal- 737

lenge for such models with more complicated dependency 738

structure and secret variables. 739

Other work deployed the stored transactions in the 740

blockchain to classify the IoT nodes when implementing a 741

blockchain in a smart environment, which may affect the 742

user’s privacy because the attacker can link the classified data 743

to a certain user and obtain by that its identity. Dorri et al 744

proposed a machine learning technique to solve this type of 745

issues. Since the blockchain in this case is implemented in a 746

smart home and it stores a real smart home traffic data, when 747

applying machine learning, a 90% success rate of devices 748

classification is obtained [65]. 749

Singh et al applied machine learning to develop a model 750

that can forecast the time window in which a mining node 751

would accept and include a transaction in a block. The 752

research also investigates the effects of unbalanced data on 753

the selected classifiers Bayes, Random Forest and Multi- 754

Layer Perceptron (MLP) with SoftMax output as well as 755

alternate performance metrics for dealing with the dataset’s 756

imbalanced nature [66]. The authors in [67] use Supervised 757

Machine Learning methods to determine whether an attack is 758

likely to occur. If this is the case, the system should design 759

a set of rules to either prohibit blockchain confirmation from 760

the attacker(s) or to prohibit confirmation of the entire trans- 761

action until a new fair transaction is executed, i.e. no payoffs 762

for anybody, in order to maintain fairness and integrity of the 763

network. Also, an intelligent software agent at the network’s 764

application layer classifies the stakeholders’ intentions and 765

the value of the current service of the transaction. If the 766

stakeholders’ intention is found to be malicious in character, 767

with the goal of colluding to commit a majority attack, the 768

transaction is canceled and all stakeholders are requested for 769

another transaction. 770

b: ANOMALY DETECTION 771

A blockchain operated by artificial intelligence algorithm 772

is capable of detecting attacks and malicious events/nodes 773

as well as invoking appropriate security mechanisms and 774

isolating the compromised elements. 775

The research in [68] deploys ML algorithm that applies 776

automated signing of blockchain transaction, includes per- 777

sonalized identification of anomalous transactions and stores 778

data from the anomaly detection model in the user private 779

environment. The signing process by users is time consum- 780

ing, not user-friendly and causes managing and controlling 781

obstacles, plus users are not able to recognize possible intru- 782

sions while being involved in a digital signing process. The 783

authors deploy isolation forest that splits the data into onliners 784

and outliners, the blockchain node will only verify before 785

signing the unusual transactions instead of all transactions, 786

and this can be used as reward in reinforcement learning or 787

as a true label for supervised learning methods. Since not 788

all anomalies are known, this approach presents a challenge 789

since we cannot assess whether the anomaly detection system 790
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correctly classified the transaction, and the deployedmethods791

are not adapted to the address’s transaction patterns.792

The approach of [69] consists of using Machine learning793

methods embedded in IoT devices in order to secure the794

dataflow and build a consensus-based structure. In fact, the795

authors implemented a blockchain-based IoT smart home796

network on hyperledger fabric which has low computational797

requirements and fast network response time which makes798

it adequate to IoT applications. By rejecting the inconsistent799

data, the blockchain network becomes AI-enabled by learn-800

ing the possible dependencies and identifying those patters801

that are inconsistent with the rest of the measurements.802

Li et al propose a framework to detect electricity consump-803

tion anomalies accurately and efficiently using distributed804

sensors processingML and Big Data analysis [70]. Then they805

prepare a detection mechanism not only to detect anomalies806

timely but to assist stakeholders in making real time decisions807

in the era of industry 4.0. Additionally, cryptographic keys are808

used to ensure the security and integrity of the data transmis-809

sion. KNN method is essentially a distance-based anomaly810

detection method. After the detection of abnormal electricity811

consumption and the capture of the anomaly, the substation of812

the smart grid makes a detection transaction with a signature813

to the blockchain network. However, the accuracy of the814

results can be improved, since the dataset could be more815

granular and the accuracy of deducted consumption classes816

could be improved.817

The anomaly detection in the Bitcoin network is performed818

by authors in [71], where clients and transactions are consid-819

ered suspicious.820

Preuveneers et al present a permissioned blockchain-based821

federated learning method that involves updating an anomaly822

detection machine model. In a federated learning environ-823

ment, the dataset (CICIDS2017) is spread across real network824

nodes (e.g. desktops, workstations), and these nodes highly825

contribute in the model training [72]. The autoencoder is826

used to detect abnormal activity in a network; the autoen-827

coder is trained to detect benign behavior in the network,828

and a compressed feature vector is also deployed between829

the encoder and decoder. The reconstruction operation must830

be then executed successfully when applied to a benign831

dataflow. This approach improved the full transparency of832

the blockchain network over the distributed learning process833

but only a limited performance rate is achieved (from 5%834

to 15%). A deep neural network named DeepLog is deployed835

with the LSTM technique, and it assists the log pattern model836

in learning from regular execution and flagging anomalies837

from regular system execution [73]. Additionally, another838

contribution investigates the attacks performance against the839

deep learning-based intrusion detection on the NSL-KDD840

dataset [74]. They also state that deep learning allows an841

attacker to deceive the networks into misclassification, and842

that the vulnerabilities of neural networks used by intrusion843

detection systems have been empirically proven. Although844

the Deep learning-based anomaly detection is a promising845

approach, it still faces some issues in complex environments846

such as resource constraints, communication latencies and 847

privacy concerns [75]. 848

As for Bogner et al, they propose an IoT system for mon- 849

itoring interconnected components [76]. It combines online 850

machine learning for anomaly detection that is optimized 851

for interpretability with the public Ethereum blockchain to 852

ensure data integrity. The contribution of Meng focused 853

on machine learning-based intrusion detection systems and 854

collaborative intrusion detection networks, evaluating and 855

researching the integration’s major challenges: data sharing 856

and trust management [77]. 857

The contribution in [111] introduced SecureSVM for pri- 858

vacy preserving of IoT data during the training of a SVM 859

classifier. In order to address data privacy, integrity, and 860

ownership concerns when training SVM classifiers using 861

IoT data from multiple providers, the authors combine the 862

Paillier cryptosystem and blockchain techniques. Expressly, 863

the user’s data to collect locally encrypted with Paillier 864

using homomorphic encryption before being recorded on 865

blockchain. In this way, the communication between the data 866

provider and the data analyst is stored in the blockchain 867

as transactions with inputs (the data provider’s address, the 868

type of IoT device, and the encrypted data) and outputs (the 869

analyst’s address). During the training process, Secure SVM 870

evaluates the scalability of the system as the number of IoT 871

data providers changes. 872

Other works deploy deep learning -based framework 873

for anomaly detection in order to enhance the security of 874

IoT-enabled MTS (Maritime Transportation Systems) by 875

automating Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) strategies. The 876

authors in [113] introduced a DL-based framework DLTIF 877

for modeling and identifying cyber-attacks in MTS with 878

3 modules: 879

- Deep Feature Extractor (DFE) to extract hidden patterns 880

from the network communication statistics using LSTM 881

model. 882

- CTI-driven detection (CTIDD) for threat detection using 883

Bi-GRU and sigmoid function. 884

- CTI attack type identification to identify exact threat and 885

adopt defensive strategies using Bi- GRU and softmax 886

function. 887

The DLTIF model is trained and tested on TON-IoT dataset 888

(around 99% of validation accuracy). 889

c: PRIVACY PRESERVING 890

There are some advanced techniques that are able to link 891

blockchain user’s and cluster their addresses to real-world 892

identities. Authors in [78] admit that this idea goes against 893

the blockchain belief of the user’s privacy. Building upon this 894

idea, they investigate the anonymity of blockchain (especially 895

the bitcoin users) and study the possibility of revealing to 896

some extent the identity of users using supervised learning 897

techniques. Using Supervised Machine Learning, the pre- 898

vious contribution develops a unique way for categorizing 899

yet-unidentified clusters on the Bitcoin Blockchain. Using 900

Gradient Boosting Classifier, they predict the category of 901
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an unidentified cluster on the Bitcoin Blockchain with 77%902

(and an F1-score of 0.75). The dataset used in this research903

contains approximately 200 million transactions pertaining904

to 434 unique clusters. In order to perform an analysis for905

the Bitcoin transactions, this study applies the following906

supervised learning methods: k- Nearest Neighbors, Random907

Forests, Extra Trees, AdaBoost, Decision Trees, Bagging908

Classifier, Gradient Boosting. The results suggest that it is909

possible to categorize yet-unidentified clusters, implying that910

it is feasible to identify the category of a considerable fraction911

of entities on the Bitcoin Blockchain, challenging widespread912

views about Bitcoin’s actual anonymity.913

In terms of practical applications, this methodology has914

the potential to aid in criminal investigation, namely detect-915

ing suspect entities such as ransomware and spam. Even916

though this methodology provides a thorough analysis on917

bitcoin transactions and is able to identify unknown trans-918

actions, it cannot provide an effective solution to prevent de919

anonymization attacks and preserve bitcoin network privacy.920

Kim et al perform a privacy preserving [79] DML frame-921

work (Distributed Machine Learning) for the permissioned922

blockchain network [80]. An error-based aggregation rule is a923

new aggregation approach based on errors that was presented924

to compute global weights. The authors used a permissioned925

blockchain to make it feasible (Hyperledger Fabric). The926

proposed model has three phases: simulation, ordering, and927

execution. Each participant in the network simulates and928

computes each local gradient under the current global weight929

on their own local datasets. After that, the local gradient is930

broadcasted to the manager node with the authority which931

build the block at each learning iteration after reaching the932

consensus from the network. Participants thereafter commit933

a block in the network, which the authority node broad-934

casts. However, this study only focused on private blockchain935

networks.936

Kumar et al proposed the framework TP2CDF to secure the937

blockchain network, their solution is based on two layer based938

privacy preserving [81]; they applied an enhanced type of939

consensus mechanism (ePoW) as a first layer of privacy, then940

the PCA technique is deployed to reduce the dimensionality941

of data to prevent the blockchain form cyber security attacks,942

which is accomplished through feature mapping, feature943

selection, feature normalization and feature transformation.944

However, this solution lacks scalability when the number of945

IoT nodes increases.946

To achieve the same purpose, authors in [72] deployed the947

federated Machine Learning technique [82] in order to pre-948

serve the blockchain privacy by reducing the amount of data949

to be shared or centralized. Chen et al implemented the Learn-950

ingChain framework to preserve the privacy of Ethereum951

blockchain, they demonstrate its efficiency and effectiveness952

through many training iterations [83]. They also developed a953

decentralized Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm954

to build a prediction model on the blockchain. They suggest a955

l-nearest aggregation technique to safeguard the system from 956

potential Byzantine attacks and offer differential privacy- 957

based techniques to safeguard each party’s data privacy. 958

Other approaches adopted deep learning methods to pre- 959

serve blockchain privacy; the authors in [84] developed the 960

framework DeepChain that guarantees data privacy for each 961

participant and provides auditability for the whole training 962

process within the blockchain network. DeepChain is a col- 963

laborative training system with an incentive mechanism that 964

encourages participants to engage in deep learning model 965

training together and share the resulting local gradients. This 966

protects the anonymity of local gradients while also ensur- 967

ing the training process’s traceability. Thus, the participants 968

are driven to be honest by using incentive mechanisms and 969

transactions. 970

In other contributions, it is noted that malicious packets 971

establish fraudulent consensus in the blockchain network, 972

G.Betarte et al deployed a firewall framework so that the 973

packets fulfill the basic security criteria, however, as a result 974

of many unrecognizable patterns outstripping the firewall’s 975

capabilities, the attacks became increasingly sophisticated. 976

To avoid this problem, the authors in [85] analyzed packet 977

header in real-time using AI models and historical data, 978

this analysis aids in the detection of new and changing pat- 979

terns. Also [86] estimates the degree of cyber criminality 980

in a Bitcoin network using probability-based factor model 981

(unsupervised learning), they evaluated the breach to deter- 982

mine whether it has the potential to create a damage. 983

Furthermore, Kumar et al present a privacy-preserving 984

based framework to secure cooperative intelligent transport 985

systems (CITS), the authors in [112] designed a two levels- 986

based framework. The first level involves implementing a 987

blockchain module to transmit CITS data securely between 988

autonomous vehicles (AV). An enhanced-based proof of work 989

consensus protocol (ePOW) is also used in smart contracts 990

to ensure the integrity of data. On the other hand, the sec- 991

ond level consists of a DL module using Long Short-Term 992

Memory-Auto encoder to encode the CITS data. Thereafter, 993

the authors adopt an attention-based recurrent neural network 994

(A-RNN) for malicious events recognition. Using the dataset 995

of CICIDS-2017, the model is trained with truncated Back 996

Propagation Through Time (BPTT) for detecting multi-class 997

attack (such as DOS, DDOS). Due to the size of the trained 998

data, the authors use Inter Planetary File System to encrypt 999

and store the data before sending it to the blockchain. 1000

We prepared table 5 in order to summarize the related 1001

work and emphasize its strength points and shortcomings, 1002

table 5 categorizes the main contributions that perform AI 1003

techniques (Machine learning, deep learning, federated learn- 1004

ing) to improve the privacy and security of blockchain 1005

networks, in which we specified the research model, the 1006

type of blockchain used, the applied sector, the contribution 1007

result, the research design and the analysis technique and the 1008

limitations. 1009
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TABLE 5. Sum up of BT-AI integration contributions.

3) BLOCK-CHAIN BASED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE VALUES1010

Some facets of blockchain have evolved as a result of1011

applying AI methods to the blockchain networks; in this1012

section, we will illustrate how artificial intelligence supports1013

decentralized networks. The BT-AI integration values were1014

classified into the following categories: scalability, cyber1015

resilience, security and privacy.1016

As discussed in the previous section, scalability is a seri-1017

ous challenge in the blockchain networks, regarding the1018

exponential increase of new transactions to be verified and1019

initialized in smart environments, the bottleneck and latency1020

problems represent a major. In order to assess the perfor-1021

mance, scalability and integrity of blockchain-based IoT1022

systems, the authors in [88] suggest a deep reinforcement1023

learning (DRL) based method. The suggested approach was1024

pursued in three steps, beginning with a system performance1025

checker that covers scalability, decentralization, and security,1026

then improving network scalability without affecting the 1027

security and decentralized aspects of the system. Finally, the 1028

DRLmodule selects and verifies the block size, block interval 1029

and the bloc producers. 1030

Aside from the aforementioned values, the deployment 1031

of AI in blockchain networks has the greatest influence on 1032

smart environment security [115]. As stated by [69], machine 1033

learning techniques improved the integrity of data within the 1034

blockchain networks by detecting anomalous behavior inside 1035

a smart environment. The authors proved the efficiency of 1036

supervised learning techniques to detect and block malicious 1037

transactions or insincere nodes in the blockchain network. 1038

The privacy of the blockchain networks was announced 1039

as a major challenge as well; to solve that, Kim et al pro- 1040

posed a privacy preserving DML framework (Distributed 1041

Machine Learning) for the permissioned blockchain network 1042

and proved the DML performance in preserving users [80]. 1043
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Moreover, Machine Learning has also been used to predict1044

potential cyber-crime activities and/or cyber-criminal entities1045

within blockchain; the main goal of Yin et al work was1046

to improve the resilience and security of data in a bitcoin1047

system using machine learning. To do so, they implemented1048

a solution for the estimation of malicious entities and trans-1049

actions [86]. Jourdan et al contributed to the resilience of a1050

blockchain network and the integrity of its transactions by1051

applying machine learning to perform an automated classifi-1052

cation of transactions inside the blockchain network [64].1053

The contribution of Kim et al focuses on securing the Bit-1054

coin base networking application using unsupervised learning1055

and AE. In order to accurately present the P2P traffic, the1056

authors implemented a framework that sense the blockchain1057

traffic and designed a simulated node to generate malicious1058

events: Abn-DoS for DoS attacks and Abn-1p/Syn for eclipse1059

attacks. They performed unsupervised learning to perform1060

online anomaly detection (DoS and eclipse attacks) and pre-1061

sented an AE-based detection engine; this contribution pro-1062

vides an online anomaly detection that can be applied to1063

different P2P networks such as Ethereum and implements a1064

prototype sensing the blockchain traffic in a periodic manner,1065

which can be used in further anomaly detection systems [89].1066

4) RESEARCH TRENDS AND FUTURE WORK1067

Our findings in the literature have steered our research in1068

the direction of addressing the issues of blockchain networks1069

and investigating current techniques to address these chal-1070

lenges using AI. The findings of the research are various;1071

some approaches usemachine learning algorithms to improve1072

blockchain security, some include deep learning, others use1073

federated learning to preserve the privacy of blockchain.1074

The literature review, on the other hand, revealed a number1075

of tendencies. These trends represent research gaps that have1076

yet to be properly resolved, necessitating a great deal of1077

attention.1078

a: RESEARCH TREND 1: DECENTRALIZED CONTENT1079

PROVIDER: PRIVACY PRESERVATION1080

The recommendation systems (RS) facilitate the users’1081

browsing by estimating their content preferences and are1082

now prevalent in multiple fields (e.g., social media, banking,1083

e-commerce, retail, telecom) [102]. An accurate recommen-1084

dation system requires the collection and analysis of data such1085

as users’ preferences, social media interactions or historical1086

browsing data. Thus, the privacy issue arises because most of1087

the data collected for recommendation systems contain sen-1088

sitive and confidential information [104]. In fact, the privacy1089

of a RS can be also included in its trustworthiness which must1090

also be taken into consideration. Most of the related work1091

focus on the precision of the RS but not enough attention is1092

addressed to the security and privacy of the data deployed in1093

the process. Moreover, the privacy preservation is indeed a1094

seminal factor in the RS efficiency. However, the classical1095

recommendation algorithms might induce privacy leakage1096

and the main reason is the centralization of the RS [105].1097

In fact, the AI model performs the user’s recommendation 1098

by transferring the data to a central server. Particularly, the 1099

training and testing process of the AI model is executed 1100

centrally in a third-party framework. Thus, any fraudulent 1101

behavior within this third- party is able to create a major 1102

privacy violation [103]. 1103

The integration of BT-AI manages to preserve the privacy 1104

of the users [102] and personalize its content by introducing a 1105

pulling-based model that provides related content in a decen- 1106

tralized network and preserve simultaneously the user’s pri- 1107

vacy. Unlike the classic recommendation systems, the related 1108

content to a user is introduced to them automatically within 1109

their personal device; the AI model is learning to link related 1110

content to each user without transferring the user’s data to 1111

any external server. To assist this approach, the use of fed- 1112

erated learning within a blockchain network might lead to a 1113

robust privacy preserving RS; since the training, analysis and 1114

transfer of the data will be done in a secure, collaborative and 1115

distributed manner. Particularly, federated learning supports 1116

the decentralized architecture of the blockchain networks; 1117

the training of the model is performed in each user device 1118

avoiding the risk of data disclosure, thereafter the trained 1119

model of each user is aggregated to the central server in which 1120

the model is updated. 1121

Having stated that, the BT-AI perception will benefit 1122

decentralized networks by increasing user security and avoid- 1123

ing any potential privacy leakage. Although it’s not yet well 1124

exploited due to some engineering challenges (update of 1125

each user when needed) which also might lead to scalability 1126

challenges in big scale networks, the integration of BT-AI can 1127

certainly lead to secure and efficient solutions boosting the 1128

performance of recommendation systems. 1129

b: RESEARCH TREND 2: BT-AI: DATA-ORIENTED 1130

PERSPECTIVE 1131

The blockchain is an active factor to the development of the 1132

AI playing field. According to the contribution in [90], the 1133

concept of decentralized AI based BT has emerged to encour- 1134

age independent developers and autonomous designers; they 1135

can practice expense free responsibility for licensed innova- 1136

tion, get remuneration for their work at a market cost fitting 1137

their personal preference, keep up with information sway and 1138

protection. From another perspective, the adoption of both 1139

technologies, Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain, can give 1140

a rise to accurate datasets representing distributed ledgers 1141

traffic. 1142

To the best of our knowledge, there is a huge lack of 1143

datasets especially those designed for anomaly detection; we 1144

need labeled, accurate and representative datasets that contain 1145

real transaction flow inside. The AI models can then be easily 1146

implemented, trained, and evaluated to detect anomalies in 1147

decentralized network scenario [91], [106]. Moreover, most 1148

of the available datasets represent the behavior of permis- 1149

sionless blockchains such as bitcoin and Ethereum, even so, 1150

most available datasets don’t provide specific insights on the 1151

distributed networks and hosting systems, also they don’t 1152
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represent the transaction flow within consortium or private1153

blockchain networks.1154

Conceptualizing new datasets of real-life transactions is an1155

intriguing research approach to consider. Otherwise, feature1156

engineering can always be performed on existing datasets in1157

order to have the adaptivity with the real data flow within1158

distributed networks. In fact, the features can be adequate to1159

the blockchain systems characteristics (block size, consensus1160

protocol, time stamps, nodes dispatch . . . ). The availability1161

of representative blockchain datasets will enable a deeper1162

understanding of the structure and function of distributed1163

networks. By that, ensuring the blockchain security, privacy1164

and cyber resilience in smart environments using AI will1165

be less complicated. Furthermore, creating accurate and rep-1166

resentative datasets won’t be a research issue, but rather a1167

powerful motivator to build AImodels fitting in decentralized1168

systems. Due to the complexity and interoperability issues1169

surrounding BT-AI integration, this conception is not well1170

discussed, requiring a thorough understanding of how AI is1171

adopted in distributed networks.1172

c: RESEARCH TREND 3: ONLINE MODEL CONCEPTION1173

FOR CYBER RESILIENCE1174

According to [107], the contribution of blockchain in enhanc-1175

ing cyber resilience can be viewed frommultiple perspectives1176

such as quality management, reduction in illegal counter-1177

feiting and reduction in the need for counterparties. Due1178

to the rapid evolution of cybersecurity research, experts are1179

trying to remain up to speed on new attacks that are launched1180

on a daily basis and to devise effective mitigation strate-1181

gies. Furthermore, artificial intelligence is rapidly evolving1182

to serve the field of cyber security and cyber resilience; AI1183

provides the researchers with a large plethora of techniques1184

enabling the security of distributed systems [109]. However,1185

classic anomalies detection engines are usually based on1186

supervised learning methods which consume time during the1187

training and testing of the model before the detection and1188

make the network more complex. Since different types of1189

cyber-attacks emerge on a daily basis, the trained model can1190

be often outdated and might prone to fault alerts. Thus, such1191

approaches are not practical nor optimized.1192

For that matter, we believe it is critical to emphasize the1193

importance of an online learning model that can learn in a1194

highly dynamic environment and detect unseen patterns of1195

malicious traffic before affecting the network, thus promoting1196

its resilience. It is stated in [92] that the blockchain based1197

decentralized AI gave rise to new resilient strategies that1198

provide persistent traceability and authenticity records. The1199

online anomaly detection technique used in [93] is based on1200

semi supervised learning methods to detect hidden threats by1201

analyzing valid patterns within Bitcoin traffic data. Thus, the1202

adaptivity of an online learning AI model will surely enhance1203

the cyber resilience of BT systems. Further, the framework1204

of [94] proves that using online learning models inside dis-1205

tributed networks allows all users (nodes) to participate in the1206

training, update and evaluation of the model.1207

This research path will assist the design of a performant 1208

anomaly detection model fitting perfectly in highly dynamic 1209

environments. 1210

Moreover, the BT enabled online learning model can be 1211

used to generate data for training offline models or pro- 1212

viding descriptive analysis of the attack data by blockchain 1213

researchers, which complete the previous trend (datasets 1214

generation). 1215

Although it has not yet been fully exploited owing to 1216

the lack of data and the interoperability issues between 1217

blockchain networks and smart environments, the integration 1218

of BT-AI must surely achieve cyber resilience within smart 1219

ecosystems. 1220

V. CONCLUSION 1221

Blockchain technology has invaded the industry sector in past 1222

years since it provides a unique approach for storing and 1223

transmitting data in a traceable and secure manner. In fact, 1224

the blockchain plays an active role in securing users’ data 1225

and maintaining network members’ anonymity. However, 1226

blockchain presents some security concerns namely DoS, 1227

eclipse, and double spending attacks. 1228

For existing challenges to be overcome, advanced anomaly 1229

detection andmitigation techniques, more precisely those uti- 1230

lizing AI algorithms, are essential. This paper addressed the 1231

incorporation of blockchain technology and artificial intelli- 1232

gence which the main purpose is to provide a secure reliable, 1233

efficient blockchain network for smart environments. In this 1234

paper we narrowed our research to study how AI can assist 1235

blockchain networks; in terms of security improvement and 1236

privacy preserving in blockchain based smart environments. 1237

We started by detailing the taxonomy of both technologies 1238

AI and BT, we introduced its architecture, protocols and func- 1239

tionalities as well as its areas of deployment (smarts environ- 1240

ments). Our proposed framework presented the blockchain 1241

security challenges that are categorized based on the 1242

attacker’s intention namely financial gain, de-anonymization, 1243

and isolation attacks. We next present the capabilities of 1244

BT-AI integration, which include transaction classification, 1245

anomaly detection, and privacy preservation. As for the 1246

BT-AI values, we discussed the improvement of scalability 1247

and cyber resilience, as well as the enhancement of security 1248

and privacy. Last but not least, we discussed some relevant 1249

research trends that might lead to interesting research areas 1250

such as the decentralized content provider for privacy preser- 1251

vation, the BT-AI for a data-oriented perspective and the 1252

online learning model for cyber resilience. As future work, 1253

we will focus on the impact of BC-AI on the cyber-resilience. 1254

Expressly, we will investigate the cyber-resilience in smart 1255

environments when adopting BC-AI driven solution. 1256
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